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L egal I ad 'As dangerous as it may be not to punish someone. it is far more dangerous to permit the government under guise of civil regulation to punish people
without prior notice [because) such lawmaking has been, in all ages.A
IL§vcrite and most formidable instrument of tyranny' - Alexander Hamilton,
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By Cyrus Gladden
As of December 20, 2020 by best information and estimates, Covid 19 has killed
two of those confined in MSOP-Moose Lake.
Those two are Gerald Olson, age 58 and
Emery Bush (age unknown at this writing).
Olson, previously in apparent good health,
was among those tested for the Covid-19
virus at the end of a two-week lockdown in
living unit 1-A (around Nov. 17th). He complained of some symptoms consistent with a
Covid-19 infection. When the test result was
found to be positive for that virus, he was
quarantined in one of three unused living
units designated for that purpose.
Olson's condition worsened, eventually
requiring hospitalization. He died of the
disease on or about December 3rd.
Meanwhile, room-restriction lockdowns of
various living units among the five in the
"Complex Building" had already been occurring. By the date of Olson's death, the only
living unit in that Complex still not then on
room-restriction lockdown was Unit 1-A Olson's unit before his quarantine. Within
hours after Olson's death, Unit 1-A was also
placed on that room-restriction lockdown.
Approximately a week into that lockdown,
staff went from cell to cell in Unit 1-A informing inmates that the other inmate, Emery
Bush, had also died of Covid-19. At this
writing, little information is available to TLP
about that event Reportedly, Emery was in
his 70s. He lived in another unit. A third man
also died fairly recently: however, it is not yet

clear that he died of Covid-19. If so facts will
be reported here in a later edition,
Apparently as protocol, voluntary Covid
testing was performed in each unit in such
room-restriction lockdown. In the case of Unit
1-A, eight residents were initially placed on
quarantine (apparently for either a positive
test result or complaints/signs or certain
symptoms consistent with Covid-19). The
room-restriction in Unit 1-A ended on December 17th. All but four of them were returned to
unit 1A by or at that time. Another returned
two days later. However, residents of unit 1A remain (as of Dec. 20th) confined to the
living unit. It remains unknown how long this
situation will continue. 1-A residents are
concerned that this may be a regular rotation
of unit room-restriction Iockdowns until the
Covid-19 vaccine is administered here.
Meanwhile, at best recent count, as many as
24 individuals confined in MSOP-Moose Lake
have been in quarantine for suspected Covid19 infections. An unknown number of these
have been hospitalized. However, due to the
impossibility of immediate communication with

inmates in other living units here due to
isolation of each living unit from all others, it
is impossible to tell who has been hospitalized or when.
The unexpected deaths reported here
strongly underscore the intense virulence of
the Covid-19 virus, both in terms of its unbelievable ease of transmissibility from person
to person and in terms of its ravaging progress once within a new victim. The model
of the asymptomatic infection is still real, but
many of the infected recently have developed profound symptoms within 48 hours of
first noticeable symptom.
As of Dec. 20th, TV news reports mention a
second strain of Covid-19 found in Britain
that is apparently close to twice as infectious
as the strain circulating everywhere to date.
Judging by the failure of containment efforts
in 2020, spread to the US of this second
strain appears likely.
All of these facts serve to emphasize the
need to take every available ørecaution and
to do so with areat care. At a minimum,
keeping the 6-feet minimum social distance
and wearing a mask at all times outside of
one's room must be regarded as mandatory
if one values one's life. Even those who
don't have any regard for their own Me
should do so for the lives of all others they
come in proximity to. Govern yourself like
your life depends on it - it does!
The good news: Vaccines will be coming
eventually. All we have to do is stay alive
and uninfected until then.
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'LA. County Board Approves $4.5 Million
dence in the People's favor, but it was the sumptively, for natural life without sentence.
And it just keeps coming!
Payout to Child Molester Held 17 Years," City government's burden to prove Vasquez was No legitimate type of accepted psychologiNews Service, https:llwww.foxlacomlnewsfl-a an SVP and Vasquez had a right to present cal treatment takes more than a year or so.
Pictures Return -Slowly.
-county-board-aooroves-4-5-million-payout-to- evidence showing he did not pose a risk to the Treatment not achieving its goal in that periDue to Covid-19 resbttioas, TLP
child-molester-held-i 7-years (retrieved:
public. He was denied this right for 17 years,' od almost certainly will not succeed later access to new pictures Is currently
the appellate court found. After Bianco's ruling no matter how many years are added on.
senpended. Well just have to muddle 8/5/20)
threugh somehow. May your 2021 be Text excerot:
and before the appeal had been settled, (Compare the 2011 Office of the Legislative
Covlti-free and as acceptable as
'The Los Angeles County Board of Supervi- Vasquez filed a lawsuit against the Public Auditor report contrasting MSOP to short
circumstances allow.
sors Tuesday approved a $4.5 million settle- Defenders Office alleging civil rights viola- periods of sex offender treatment elsement payout to a convicted child molester who tions.
where.) Psychologists recognize that subwas held in a state hospital for 17 years await- A summary corrective action plan presented jecting one to involuntary treatment in coning trial on whether he could be committed as to the Board of Supervisors said staff had finement for several years or more is harmful
been cut and attorneys felt they had insuffi- to the participant's mind.
a sexually violent predator....
On January 8, 2018, Los Angeles Superior cient resources to bring the case to trial......
This is just a permanent employment plan
Court Judge James Bianco ruled that
by therapists and their administrator bosses Vasquez must be freed, citing oppressive' Editor's Clcsinq Comment:
- attractive to government agencies or conYour Tax Dollars
delays and a 'systematic breakdown of the
ENOUGH!
tracted programs they work for as an excuse
public defender system.'
To all in so-called sex offender civil commit- for what they really want to peddle to their
at Work
The District Attorney's Office fought the ment (SOCC) and others concerned:
constituencies: keeping sex offenders locked
Feedback? News? Write!
issue and lost on appeal, with a three-judge There really is no difference between up. Extended detention claimed to be for
panel from California's 2nd District Court of Vasquez plight, on one hand, and already- treatment is just incarceration.
I0cactiv & (ThIv ax Belnw.
Appeal rejecting the bid to overturn Bianco's committed confinees like us under SOCC Treatment regimens lasting more than a
Cyrus P. Gladden II
decision.
laws, on the other hand. We are held at least decade -- even two decades or more (typical
1111 Highway 73
It may well be that there was strong evi- for the same multi-decade period, and, pre(Continued on page 2)
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s our unfortunate experience

Ashows - an.voile can be

xiendcd detention clthned
to be lbr trcatrnent is just
incarceration.
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whisked away on a slicer accusatory prcdiction of likely Jiitui
crune.
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in SOCC facilities) depart far from the
willing to judge us by our current actions,
realm of treatment, while decades of the
not by a historical frieze of misconduct in
lives of those detained slip away forever.
prosecutive state. Under that regime - the distant past. By this we are deprived
This "misuse of psychiatry," as the Ameri- to commit sexual crimes or makes it
of our ability to prove ourselves and to
can Psychiatric Association calls it, is difficult to resist some claimed "urge" or as our unfortunate experience shows - make what we can of the rehabilitated
"impulse" to commit a sex crime. Again, anyone can be whisked away on a sheer
pUrely political posturing.
accusatory prediction of likely future remnants of our lives.
The hysterical predictions of highly likely this claim is contrary to undisputed sciFor this, our government owes us.
crime.
sexual reoffending claims upon which ence
So again, we return to the initial point: We should be made whole again, as
These
laws
were
concocted
by
politiSOCC was created have been thoroughly
There is no difference between Mr. we were before this fake-commitment.
debunked. Actually, those who have cians without knowledge of science relatVasquez and us, the victims of so-called We should be freed - not sequentially
ed
to
the
field
of
sexual
emotions
and
committed past sexual offenses are far
SOCC laws. Subjecting people to post- over a period of years, but freed today!
less likely to later commit any crime than actions. Prosecutors have consistently
prison detention is a legal and moral And we should be recompensed in full
anyone convicted of any other type of relied on junk-science opinions by some
wrong.
For this, we deserve both libera- measure for all the harms we have sufme - in fact, only 3.5% or less. It is hired-gun psychologist with equal disrefered in this! We have been subjected to
tion and compensation.
impossible to know in advance who will gard for applicable science that the comthe outrageous deprivation of the postThe
20
SOCC
jurisdictions
have
subbe among this sliver-small recidivist mitment defendant would likely commit
sentence remainder our lives. We have
jected
us
to
'show
trials'
of
repercentage. Hence, predictions of recidi- another sex crime after release from
condemnation of crimes we committed been misappropriated as targets of
prison.
And
judges,
operating
from
instivism by any qiven past sex offender will
long ago. By this, we have been misused emotional denunciation of types of
be wrong 96.5% of the time. This em- tutional bias and their own anger about
as embodiments of nightmarish panic- crimes for political gains by those who
phasizes the unbelievable unfairness of such crimes, and mindful of their next restill continue to spin this bizarre web of
fears.
condemning one to decades of post- election, have eagerly accepted such
hate
that ensnares all.
As if to punish the concept of such
prison confinement on such a wild, un- opinions without question.
Once, we were punished to the full
crimes,
we,
as
involuntary
poster-children
Again, in the meantime, all of this has
likely guess.
of such concepts, have been locked away extent of the law. Now, we are the very
Such hysterical claims of future danger- been debunked. Rape has been clarified
for
additional decades beyond the end of paradiom of political victims. And we
ousness ignore natural human simply as a crime, not an emotional disorprison
terms that themselves typically should be accorded justice for this villain"desistance" from committing crimes. der. See, e.g., Allen Francis, MD, "Going
ous victimization.
stretched
on for decades.
For
Wins
in
Sexually
Violent
Predator
Merely the passage of time, natural matuWe
are
isolated
so
entirely
from
society
ration and aging works this inexorable Cases," Psychiatric Times, ,July 8, 2011,
result. This is why even sex offenders http:llrrwr,v,nsychiatriCtimes.cOm/bloolcD that even communicating with the outside Judicial Reliance on
world - or even just with each other - is
released from prison without any treat- uchincrisislcontenUartiClell 01681
deliberately and cruelly made extremely Inaccurate Statistics
1900563.
The
closest
general
disorder,
merit do not reoffend. Yet our commitdifficult --often banned entirely.
"antisocial
personality
disorder,"
has
been
ment-captors always deny even this wellWhen we seek justice in court, the and Unverified Data
known phenomenon, as if we, contrary to confirmed as having no causative relation
occasion is seized upon by prosecutorial
to
rape.
all science, can somehow evade that
in SOCC Cases
Even sexual attraction to children has forces of perpetual hate to again pillory
natural progression of life.
us
and
pelt
us
in
the
media
with
still
Thus, our captors simply shrug off the finally been shown to be just that. Modfurther character assassination. Those Heather Ellis Cucolo & Michael L. Perlin,
fact that they regularly detain us until we ern research uniformly shows that pe"The Strings in the Book Ain't Pulled and
die of old age. In MSOP, about 85 have dophilic crimes are almost always pre- hatchet-wielders take advantage of the
Persuaded':
How the Use of Improper
lack
of
any
clear
social
memory
of
those
ceded
by
a
protracted
period
of
decisiondied this way so far - more than one out
of every ten humans ever committed to makinn and planninq before the crime crimes in our distant past by substituting Statistics and Unverified Data Corrupts
nightmare-narratives, more cut off from the Judicial Process in Sex Offender
MSOP, and nearly three times as many itself is perpetrated.
as have ever been released in over 25 This is not a sudden, unrestrainable truth and containing more vituperative Cases, 69 Case Western Reserve Law
Rev. 637 (Spring 2019)
reflex of a disordered mind, but carefully vilification with every retelling.
years of MSOP operation.
In any case, the Supreme Court has cunning criminal planning. Our society We have been repeatedly objectified. Text excerpts:
long held that detaining people, not by only commits those whose actions are Society's awareness of our humanity has INTRODUCTION
prison sentence, simply for someone's compelled reflexively without .any ability become lost. This objectification still pp. 38-40: "When the two of -us
opinion that they are likely recidivists to decide. Instead, people who perpe- continues with no sign of letup. We are [authors of this article] talked about our
flatly violates the U.S. Constitution. trate deliberately-decided and planned simply too convenient a target. Our plight experiences during the [late 2000s], we
(Foucha v. Louisiana, 504 U.S. 71 crimes (as bad as those decisions are) and our plea are Shakespearean: If you were stunned at the similarities that we
found: almost no meaningful treatment of
[19921.) Under threat of otherwise never are arrested, convicted, and imprisoned. cut us, do we not bleed?
Our
own
government
has
ceaselessly
any sort, prison-like conditions, and a
And
indeed
all
SOCC
victims
were
first
being released, we in SOCC remain held
and subjected to futile, experimental imprisoned, whether correctly or some- reframed us as automatons of relentless population comprised of a minority of
treatment with no proven effect, long past times falsely. In many cases we weren't predation. This is a grave moral and people whom we agreed posed a signifithe point of toxicity. In this circumstance even guilty of what we were convicted, or legal wrong that should never be tolerat- cant danger to the community but a
then, our detention is exactly only due to we were thought guilty of more than what ed, much less collaborated in. We have majority of whom had committed crimes
suffered long. Our government has been involving no personal contact3
such hysterical recidivism fears - the actually transpired.
opinion of mere crystal-ball gazers. The need to preserve and emphasize hijacked - driven by hordes of willful As we discussed our experiences
Detention out of such fear should never the difference between commitment participants who have taken delight in further, we both inevitably focused on the
be allowed, any more than out of disgust versus prosecution - is imperative. Let- creating and perpetuating our suffering. topic at the heart of this article: the way
or loathing by others, lest individual free- ting these two legal categories blend will This has thus harmed us with all the that improper statistics and unverified
force everyone to live under the tyranny power that government can wield. This data has contaminated the 'debate'
dom be shrunk to an empty phrase.
To get around this constitutional bar on of a future "pre-crime" psychologically- has been done repeatedly and unceas- surrounding the post-conviction treatingly, including, but certainly not limited to ment of sex offenders - whether in Face'pre-crime' detention, commitment laws
vcii sex ofliiders irleascd depriving us of our physical liberty.
book discussions or in U.S. Supreme
claim that some vague 'disorder' or
lim
pzison
without
any
We
have
been
deprived
of
access
to
undefined 'abnormality" predisposes one
(ContnuI on page 3)
good people everywhere -- who would be
Lrnatrnent (/0110/ jeoflend.
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that society has deemed to be the most column in 1993 concluded that [t]here
c have embarked on the1
heinous,15 and (2) sex offenders have a can be no dispute that monsters live
bm't steps ii)to a flew
Court cases. We believe we have an high rate of recidivism and are highly among us. The only question is what to
world, aivably a science 1k/ion
absolute obligation to call out those who likely to repeat offending behaviors.18
do with them once they become known to
distort the evidence and create a false There are two major sorts of legislative us.'27 As a result of the media's depiction world, ñì winch juo,ovs and jwics
consciousness in this area, be they TV enactments designed to confine and of a one-dimensional 'sex offender' in ait asked to pivvcnt cthne.c yea!r
news pundits or Supreme Court justices.4 restrict offenders - civil commitment laws broadcast news and newspaper arti- belbre they OCCU1'
We use the word corrupts in our title and registration and notification laws. cles,26 the general public has conceptualconsciously because we believe that Both of these legal sanctions necessitate ized what it believes to be the prototype thinkingly endorsed by the Supreme
what has resulted is the corruption of the the use of expert testimony during court of this 'monstrous imminent evil - a male Court.45 Contemporaneous Department
judicial process.5 Our thesis is simple - proceedings.17 Expert predictions of who violently attacks young children who of Justice statistics demonstrate that
an examination of a range of judicial future violence is 'central to the ultimate are strangers.29 The common wisdom is ,not only do few sex offenders get reardecisions involving sexual offender deter- question' ...whether petitioners suffer that - per the television series, Law and rested for committing a new sex crime,
minations reveals that, frequently, courts from a mental abnormality or personality Order. SVU - recidivism rates are near but sex offenders are less likely than non
rely improperly on inaccurate and under- disordef19 that causes them to be predis- 100 percent for sex offenders.30
-sex offenders to be rearrested for any
developed statistics as well as unverified posed to commit future crimes.19 Im- The role of the media in the develop- crime at all.'46 This is certainly an exand outdated information. This reliance, portantly, the bases for these predictions ment of sex offender law is a base reflec- tremely complicated area and outcomes
too often, underlies rulings that subject have not gone unchallenged. In 2004, a tion of the power of fear in the creation of can vary based on the definitions of rethe sex offender to significant sanctions Florida appellate judge wrote that '[we] law and policy. By extrapolating from the offense,' the cohort studied, and the
and loss of liberty. Additionally, the have embarked on the first steps into a scenario of the worst case,31 we have methods used in carrying out the study.
continuation of the testimonial script that new world, arguably a science fiction created policies that reject valid and Thus, the conclusions of numerous
all sex offenders are high recidivists, world, in which judges and juries are reliable statistics, reject science, and, reports and studies on re-offense and
dangerous, compulsive, and untreatable asked to prevent crimes years before instead, generate a body of statutes and dangerousness are hotly contested,47 but
contributes to the anti-therapeutic effect they occur.'20 Judicial opinions are con- court decisions based on inaccurate recent studies undeniably show misguidof shaming and humiliation.6 This narra- strained by the statutory language that presumption. For example, prior to the ance in our general understanding of
tive results in isolation, seclusion, and requires expert testimony on the issue of enactment of national sex crime registries recidivism.
lack of dignity; also, it further trivializes dangerousness.21 Thus, in responding to and notification laws, there were no Since 1992, sex offenses in the U.S.
the judicial process and violates the a challenge to admitted future danger- verifiable reports of any increase in sex have declined by 60 percent; rape rates,
tenets of therapeutic jurisprudence. We ousness testimony, a Massachusetts trial crimes.22 In fact, a federally funded study too, have followed a similar trajectory.4$
will consider each of these, and we will judge has stated that courts must showed that a decline in sexual assault Recidivism for all released prisoners, not
look at all of this through the filter of the 'respect [the] policy of [the] legislature cases began before the enactment of sex just those who committed a sexual
Supreme Court's decision in McKune v. with respect to the trustworthiness of offender reforms. This finding would crime, tend to range between 56.7 perLi/o7, a case decided sixteen years ago psychiatric opinion evidence in cases seem to indicate that, since the pattern of cent (within one year after release) and
that is now beginning to resurface in new, involving sexually dangerous persons. 22 decline began prior to the enactment of 76.6 percent (within five years after
critical literature that has deconstructed For a judge to make a ruling on the po- sex crime reforms, the laws themselves release).49
the case's basic fallacy in ways that we tential future risk of an individual, his or could not have affected the start of this For non-incarcerated sex offenders,
hope will stay at the forefront of this her ultimate decision is inevitably purely downward pattern.22
five-year recidivism rates are less than 5
debate for the coming years.8
based on the subjective opinion of an The judiciary is susceptible to the same percent for federal probationers.22....
We argue here that, in fact, the 'strings expert witness, devoid of concrete an- moral panic as the press and the general Older age is generally tied to lower risk
in the book' are 'pulled and persuaded' swers and verifiable scientific conclu- public. The media-driven panic over sex of recidivism amongst sex offenders. A
so that judges do not have to deal with sions.23 And courts have erred on the offenders has directly influenced judicial 2003 report found that '(I) age was a
the reality to which they willfully blind side of caution, willing to easily accept an decisions - at the trial, intermediate 'powerful determinant' of sexual arousal
themselves.10 The premises of judges' expert's determination of high risk,24
appellate, and Supreme Court levels - in assessed by volumetric phallometry,53
decisions related to the assessment of pp. 643-47: This notion of a purported this area of the law, especially in jurisdic- and (2) sexual recidivism decreased as a
who is a sexually violent predator are reality of high recidivism has been per- tions with elected judges.34 The demon- linear function of age at time of release
built on houses of cards that could and petuated by experts working in the field of izalion of this population has helped from prison (based on an analysis of 468
should crumble quickly if we dispassion- sex offender assessment, court decisions create a moral panic'35 that has driven sex offenders released from a federal
ately examine the underlying statistics supporting civil commitment of sex of- the passage of legislation. Yet, valid and penitentiary in Ontario).54 The authors
and data. A recent article critiqued the fenders after they have served a criminal reliable research has found this legisla- posited that 'these findings are less than
teleological way that courts interpret sentence, and, most notably, the media. tion to be counterproductive and engen- surprising, given the well documented
biologically-based evidence in a range of All three of these contributing factors are dering a more dangerous set 01 condi- decline of bioavailable testosterone over
criminal procedure cases so that they can interconnected and have continuously tionsx and judicial decisions - all reflect- the course of the lifespan, and the equalend up with the result that, a pion', they built upon each other's misinformation ing the 'anger and hostility the public ly well documented decrease in libido in
want to reach. Indeed, 'judges, like the and inaccurately perceived truths.".
males as age increases.'55
feels' about this population.37
rest of us, are subject to an incessant
.A writer of a New York Times op-ed In the case of United States v. Corn- Disturbingly, there appears to be very
media barrage of media hysteria on
stock, the Supreme Courts opinion little research into the efficacy of civil
questions of whether sex offenders are
reinforced the power of Congress to commitment. Other than incapacitation,
likely to recidivate.'ll We believe that it is
prevent this dangerous' cohort of individ- there is scarce empirical evidence of its
impossible to make sense of the law or
uals from entering society.39 Although it long-term benefits, and little research
the science in this volatile area of law and
is impossible to know with any level of has explored its effectiveness on sexualpolicy until we come to grips with this
confidence whether the Justices writing ly violent predators.5
reality....
for the majority were moved or influenced Regulating, criminalizing, and sanctionpp. 64143: I. HOW COURTS RELY
in any way by public sentiment 43 there is ing actions involving sexual activity ON INACCURATE STATISTICS
no doubt that the majority blindly accept- void of sexual offending - has had a
Sex offender statutes and implementing
ed the opinion that sexual predators will complicated and rocky history within the
court decisions are designed to isolate,
pose a high risk of dangerousness and law and courts.57 Cases involving sex
restrict, and/or remove sexual offenders
crimes can further complicate a judge's
that future risk can be determined.41
from society.14 Strict monitoring and post
pp. 647-50: The valid and reliable established 'moral' position on sensitive
-criminal sentence sanctions have been
research paints an entirely different issues, and court decisions are unlike
deemed necessary for two central reapicture from the one accepted by the any other area in our jurisprudence.58
sons: (I) such individuals commit crimes
general public and the media and un- The judgment that precedes the adjudiImpressionism is a technique of art, not of science.
(Continued on pegs 4)
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and humiliate.145
eJ17gnIarly trivialize both
p. 665: III. HOW THIS VIOLATES
valid and reliable bchavTHERAPEUTIC JURISPRUDENCE146
br
reseairh
when it ie dissonant
cation of these crimes is overwhelming
Therapeutic jurisprudence looks at the
r-sith our false 'ordinaiy coimnon
and steeped in fear, disgust, and a belief
impact of law on people's lives, focusing
that the charged individual is automaticalupon the law's influence on 'emotional life sense.,
ly guilty and deviant. There is rampant
and psychological well-being.' It seeks 'to
ignorance as to the legal, societal, and
determine whether legal rules and proce- researchers turn next to these questions
psychological underpinnings of the cirdures or lawyer roles can or should be to bring some measure of coherence cumstances surrounding these cases by usually by another person. There is the reshaped to enhance their therapeutic and honesty - to this complicated and
not only the court of public opinion' but of associated sense of powerlessness. 132 potential while not subordinating due emotionally-fraught area of law and
Humiliation has been defined as 'the process princip!es.'lw
the highest court itself .59
Per Professor policy,"
And now, for the first time, we are be- rejection of human beings as human, that David Wexler, the tension in this inquiry Notes
ginning to see some of the legal roots of is, treating people as if they were not must be resolved in this manner: 'The 3 In the 1970s, the vast majority of
these attitudes. In a recent article, Pro- human beings but merely things, tools, law's use of "mental health information to
residents of the sex offender facility in
fessor Ira Eliman and a colleague dis- animals, subhumans, or inferior hu- improve therapeutic functioning [cannot]
New Jersey were charged with such
cussed the Supreme Court's continued mans.'133 It is thus no surprise that the impinge upon justice concerns."lw
crimes as peeking in windows and the
reference to the 'frightening and high vast majority of sex offenders self-report pp. 666-67: Certainly, the issues we
theft of underwear from laundromats.
statistics of recidivism by sexual offend- being humiliated on a daily basis.131 raise here - the ways that courts use 4 For an example of news articles that
ers,w They referenced two fundamental Elsewhere, with a colleague, Michael L. improper statistics and unverified data,
create a sense of panic without verifidecisions by the Court that set the stage Penn wrote:
able sources see, e.g., 37 Scary
misunderstand or ignore the significance
'The use of humiliation techniques,
for inaccurate statistical reference to the
Repeat Sex Offenders Statistics,
of valid and reliable research, and fall prey
whether done in overt or passive ways,
re-offense rate of offenders.61
Health Res. Funding, htIs://
to the perniciousness of the vividness
p. 653: [Quoting a dissent by Judge violate rights to due process, privacy, heuristic, a cognitive-simplifying device
health researchfundinq
and
freedom
from
cruel
and
unusual
Johnson in- an- Illinois case, State v. Pe.or9l37-scarv-repeatsex-offendersthrough which a 'single vivid, memorable
terson-Bearci, w, and drawing on Ira punishment By marginalizing the rights case overwhelms mountains of abstract,
statisticsl[https://perma.cC/ACB&4DY
of those who are shamed and humiliatElIman's research:]
H . For articles discussing problems
colorless data upon which rational choices
'The article recognized that human ed, such individuals are treated as less should be made'155 - like, the easily acwith the sex registration system and
nature is such that, when faced with an than human.'135
the portrayal of sex offenders to the
cessible Psychology Today article relied
Think about this in the context of
immeasurable fear and strongly held
general public, see Jessica M. Pollak
upon by the McKune court - all ignore the
belief, a person will tend to ignore or criminal punishments - though we ad- precepts of therapeutic jurisprudence and
& Charis E. Kubtin, "Crime in the
discount quantifiable facts. "The label here to the fantasy that SVPA commit- must be rejected as a modality of decisionNews: How Crimes, Offenders and
'sex offender' triggers fear, and disgust ments are not criminal, per the pretextual al analysis.157 Perhaps cases such as
Victims Are Portrayed in the Media,"
as well . Both responses breed beliefs decision in Kansas v. Hend,icks,136 there Muniz and Mallard will give other judges
14 J. Cnm. Just. & Popular Culture
that do not yield easily to facts." [El/man is no question that they are.137 some traction if they choose to reject the
59, 60-64 (2007); Tom Condon, Sex
& El/man], 30 Const. Comment. at 508. 'Punishment was originally needed to hysterical thinking that has been the hallOffender registry: More Harm Than
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ence on Facebook debates, but we
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denced in numerous decisions, courts
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around the country continue to remain
version of [the Kansas sex offender priving for purposes of Due Process
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law], public safety has crossed over the Clause protection.'139 There is no quesrefusing
to
depart
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prejudicial
viewissues.
line and is now a "sham or mere pre- tion that 'SVPA proceedings . . . are invaripoints that are pretexual and based on 5 We are aware that the phrase "judicial
text" for imposing additional punishment ably and inevitably inundated with stigcorruption' usually includes the conirrational fears, What continues to be the
•'1a
ma, shame, and humiliation
on the offender!1'
cept of something of value.
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However, the meaning of
statistics and unverified data. The shamematters
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worse
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types of crimes permeates all facets of
ful
efforts
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to
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in this context goes far
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beyond the simple exchange of mon'[perceptions
of
individuals
with
mental
prosecutors and defense counsel), legisand policy.158
ey for favors. See Kellam Conover,
lators, and judges alike,74 Throughout illness as dangerous have increased over
"Rethinking Anti-Corruption Reforms:
We remain hopeful that some of the
the case law, from the inception of the time.... [T]he odds of describing a perThe View from Ancient Athens," 62
significant observations, such as those by
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Judge Frank in the Josson [Karsjens]
Buff. L. Rev. 69, 69 (2014) (quoting
myths and misconceptions continue to be were 2.3 times the odds of describing a
case,
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well
as
other
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caselaw
on
Aristotle,
Aristotle Politics bk. III §
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the rights of offenders in the community,
1 279a29-33(H. Rackham trans.,
decisions.75 Yet, the inadequate and 1950.141 In short, the statistical errors on
will have a further impact on judges across
Harvard Univ. Press rev & report ed.
inaccurate response to sexual offending which courts rely - abetted by misleading
the
nation
deciding
similar
issues
in
future
1990) ("Over two millennia ago, Ariscan be mainly attributed to the failure of media depictions142 - create an environlawsuits. To return to our title, the 'strings
totle posited that ruling in one's own
public policy to create a working relation- ment in which shame and humiliation
in the books' are 'being pulled and perinterest not in the people's interest,
ship between effective law making and fester and through which the judicial
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sexual-violence prevention and interven- process is trivialized, just as we regularly
intended purpose -- what he terms
insight
into
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'strings,'
yet
key
questrivialize both valid and reliable behavior
tion.76
'corruption.'); see also Zephyr
research when it is dissonant with cu tions remain to be answered: in which
II. ON SHAME AND HUMILIATION
Teachouf, "Love, Equality, and Cordirection are these 'strings' being pulled,
and
the
false 'ordinary common sense'143
B. Humiliation
and
is
it
factual
or
inaccurate
information
ruption,"
84 Fordham L. Rev. 453, 454
pp. 662-64: The authors noted in an experiences of persons with menta
that underlies the 'persua[sion]'? We
(2015) (arguing that Aristotle underThere
is
no
question
left
'on
illness.144
earlier article 'humiliation is the emotional
believe it is imperative that scholars and
(Continued on page S)
experience of being lowered in status, - the table' about the law's power to shame
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3(2017).
Schlesinger's
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statement
that
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Fellow American, the Registered Sex
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Offender 2016 Cato Sup, Cf. Rev.
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1014 (D.C. Cir. 1923) ("The thing from
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Stories in the Press': The Impact of
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an's greatest songs, The Lonesome
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Law and Policy," 3 U. Deny. Cr/rn. L
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Death of Hattie Carroll, about the
Rev. 185 (2013) (hereinafter, Cucolo
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Carolina, 135 S. Ct, 13687, 1370-71
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importantly for our purposes -- talks
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about the sort of judicial corruption
Fourth Amendment search); Ben A.
Offender? Maybe Not.," Sci. Am.
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Mental Disabilities And the CompeCrime Statistics," 30 Const. Comment.
"Treating Sexual Harassment with 140 Cucolo & Per/in, 'Promoting Dignity,"
tence to Have Sex," 89 Wash. L.
495, 496 (2015).
Respect," iliHarvard L. Rev. 445,
supra note 130, at 295.
Rev. 257, 277 (2014); see, e.g.:
61 MeKune v, Lile, 536 U.S. 24 (2002);
487 n. 226 (1997).
141 Angela M. Parcesepe & Leopoldo J.
Michael L Per/in, "And My Best
Smith v. Doe, 538 U.S. 84 (2003); See 134 Cucolo & Per/in, "Preventing Sex
Cabassa, 'Public Stigma of Mental
Friend, My Doctor, Won't Even Say
generally Per/in v. Cucolo, supra, note
Offender Recidivism," supra note 29,
Illness in the United States: A SysWhat It Is I've Got': The Role and
21, §5-4.10.1.1, 5-6.5.1.
at 31, n. 177 (citing U.S. Dept. of
tematic Literature Review," 40 Admin
Significance of Counsel in Right to
69377 P.3d 1127 (Kan. 2016).
Justice, Sex Offender Community
& Poly Mental Health & Mental
Refuse Treatment Cases, 42 San
71 Id. at 1147.
Notification: Assessing the Impact in
Health Seivs, Res. 384, 388 (2013),
Diego L. Rev. 735, 751 (2005).
74 Edward L Koch, 'The Independence
Wisconsin 9 (2000); which found
as quoted in Aurelie Tabuteau Man- 150 Per/in & Lynch, id., at 277-78
of the Judiciary,' 1 N.Y. City L. Rev.
'That seventy-eight percent of intergels, "Should Individuals with Severe
(quoting David B. Waxier,
457, 477-78 (1996) (asserting that "It
viewed sex offenders told of being
Mental Illness Continue to Be Eligible
'Therapeutic Jurisprudence and
is not just public officials who are
humiliated in their daily lives .. due to:
for the Death Penalty?, 32 Cm,.
Changing Conceptions of Legal
guilty of exerting pressure against
expanded notification actions.').
Just. 9, 11(2017).
Scholarship," 11 Behav, Sd. & L. 17,
judges" by recounting the press at- 135 Per/in & Weinstein, supra note 133, 142 Cucolo & Per/in, Impact of Media
21(1993).
tacks against Judge Denny Chin for
at 8 (citing Bernstein, supra note 133,
Distortions, supra note 24.
156 Perlin, supra note 138 at 1417; see
ruling that New York's Megan's Law
at 489-90).
143 False 'ordinary common sense' is a
Perlin, supra note 143, at 637 ('One
could not be applied retroactively in 136 521 U.S. 346 (1997); see Michael L.
"self-referential and non-reflective'
vivid, negative anecdote - perhaps
Doe v. Pataki, 940 F. Supp. 603, 604
Per/in, "There's No Success Like
way of constructing the world ('I see
even an apocryphal one with no
Failure, and Failure's No Success at
(SONY. 1996). See generally Jill
it that way, therefore everyone sees
basis in fact - overwhelms an extenLevenson at al., "Public Perceptions
All': Exposing the Pretextuality of
it that way; I see it that way, theresive contrary statistical database.')
About Sex Offenders and Community
Kansas v. Hendricks, 92 Nw U. L.
fore that's the way it is").' It is supOn the vividness heuristic in SVPA
Protection Policies," 7 Analyses Social
Rev. 1247, 1248-49 (1998)
ported by our reliance on a series of
cases, see Cucolo & Per/in,
Issues & Pub. Po/'y 1, 2 (2007) ("Sex
(discussing the Hendricks decision).
heuristics-cognitive-simplifying devic"Promoting Dignity," supra note 132,
offenders and sex crimes incite a 137 We define "pretextuality" as courts'
es that distort our abilities to rationalat 325.
acceptance, either implicitly or explicgreat deal of fear among the general
ly consider information." Michael L. 157 Per/in & Lynch, supra note 144, at
itly, of "testimonial dishonesty" and
public, and as a result, lawmakers
Per/in & Heather Ellis Cucolo,
216-17 (discussing New York Law
their "engage[ment] similarly in dishave passed a variety of social poli"Tolling for the Aching Ones Whose
School's efforts to educate students
honest decisionmaking." See Micies designed to protect community
Wounds Cannot Be Nursed': The
about sanism, pretextuality, heurischael L. Perlin, "Morality and Premembers from sexual victimization.").
Marginalization of Racial Minorities
tics, false "ordinary common sense,'
75 La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 15-561.2 (2012)
textuality, Psychiatry and Law: Of
and Women in Institutional Mental
and therapeutic jurisprudence).
(shoving that the Louisiana legislature
'Ordinary Common Sense,' Heuristic
Disability Law," 20 J. Gender, Race 158 See Tamara Rice Leve& Frank/in E.
relied upon high recidivism rates
Reasoning and Cognitive Disso& Just. 431, 453 (2017) (first quoting
Zimring, "Assessing the Real Risk of
among sex offenders as its justificanance," 19 Bul. Am. Mad. Psychiatry
Cucolo & Per/in, "Preventing Sex
Sexually Violent Predators: Doctor
tion for the non-punitive objective of
Padilla's Dangerous Data," 55 Am.
protecting the public from sexual reCr/m. L. Rev. 705, 709-10, 724-27
offenders, without any proof or cer(2018).
tainty of this statement)] see United
States v, Comstock, 560 U.S. 126,
he n2ah7 aim of The Legal Pad
127 (2010) (accepting, in the majorihas been and remahs to show
ty's opinion, the fact that sexual predthe completely ar,ii-scientiIic nature of
ators pose a high risk of dangerouscveiy item of so-called expert rc.cthnoness and that future risk can be deterfly arid claimed scicatiWe eridence
mined),
.ciihmrn'cd th support of sex offender
76 Joan Tabachnik & A/isa klein, Assn
commitment.
for the Treatment of Sexual Abusers,
A Reasoned Approach Reshaoinq
Sex Offender Policy to Prevent Child
Sexual Abuse 3 (2011). ("Experts
agree that a criminal justice response
(Continued from page 5)
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fervently hope that TLP vn'// help some time in the past committed sexual
answer any question about benefit to me
bthig
about legal and political crimes, but now seek only the chance to
or others as to MSOP treatment as it is
chat as well as a sea change of pub- start life anew, in whatever varying ways
presently
structured.
The
question
of
Memo
benefit also necessarily involves sub- lic views of those who at some lime in as may be available to us. In part this is
To: Stacey Rhodes, MSW, LICSW
questions of how constructive criticism is Me past comnthtcd sexual cthncs, hut the rehabilitative model, but it is also the
From: Cyrus P. Gladden II, JD.
to be defined, and questions of whether, now seek only the chance to c/all life model of forgiveness and compassion.
Date: November 27, 2020
in what ways, and to what extent The anew, hi whatever ni' Pj,,ajs as may I seek this end not just for our collective
Response
to
your
questions
re
Re:
this is the benefit as those subjected to massive
Legal
Pad tries to provide constructive be ai'ailahlc to us. In part
The Legal Pad
,ehabJh'(ative
model,
but
it
is
also the bias and exceeding hate, but just as
In returning the November 2002 edition criticism via food for thought. However,
model oflhrgiveness and compassion. much for the benefit of society itself. Any
the
sheer
depth
of
these
topics
as
well
of The Legal Pad, you posed some quessociety torn and distrusting from the
tions about the effect on me and other as their tendency to evoke some debate
impact of all of that negative emotionality
level,
that
is
obviously
not
true
in
the
conrules
out
their
inclusion
in
this
simple
treatment clients of material in this editext of commitment However, truth is a and excessively suspicious thinking will
tion and perhaps others. I think the best overview.
eventually inevitably fly apart, like a
way to start the answer to these specific First, to compose a unified answer for priceless commodity toward enlightening
fractured wheel. By dispelling many
me,
all
others
confined
here
in
MSOP,
these
questions.
I
took
a
look
at
past
questions is to restate my response to
TLP myths about sex offenders, I deeply hope
two related questions posed by Dab issues of TLP as well as the one just MSOP clinical personnel, and all
that TLP will help turn society to attunereaders
everywhere
outside
these
fences.
distributed,
at
article
excerpts
I
have
Davis to me last January:
ment
to this model of forgiveness and
Truth
is
also
priceless
toward
furnishing
a
1. How does the TLP newsletter benefit already gathered but which are waiting
compassion for the benefit of all.
familiarization
with
the
facts
which
are
editions,
and
TLP
for
insertion
into
future
you, in treatment and otherwise?
governing or at last crucially significant. For many years MSOP has counseled
2.How does the TLP newsletter sup- at a substantial list of requests for mateSuch awareness of the facts alleviates all of its involuntary residents to focus
rials
I
am
either
making
right
now,
or
will
portibenefit others in treatment?
confusion and misconception. All this I exclusively on its form of treatment as a
make
in
the
near
future,
in
the
hope
of
After quite some thought, I have decidsole realistic means of exit from commited that rather than trying to handle each garnering further usable excerpt material have gained from my experience in the
ment. Some, although only a very small
research,
the
dialogs,
and
the
sheer
editoissues
to
come.
I
also
looked
at
for
TLP
of these questions separately. I should
minority, have achieved provisional readdress them both at the same time. the so-called Master Document" from rial process of constructing every TLP
lease and a few have reached full disedition.
And,
above
all
else,
I
seek
to
the
Gladden
case,
portions
of
which
This makes sense from two perspectives.
charge. However, it remains to be seen
The first is that there is an identity of have already appeared in TLP and which impart this to all TLP readers.
whether at some point in the near future
interest and concern that unites me and will continue to appear in future editions. Let me get back to the overall effect of
this will accelerate into an opening of the
all others in MSOP, and this includes the The first benefit to me is that I have this education, enlightenment and ortentafloodgates to freedom.
subset of all who are in treatment now or gained an incredible education about tion a little later, since it is something that
Nonetheless, in my own view at least,
who may be later. Hence, the benefits of sexual offending, about those who have is communally shared with all earnest TLP
there is nothing wrong with participating
the TLP newsletter extend to all, albeit in perpetrated sex crimes, about matters readers, especially in connection to treatin treatment with open ears, minds and
differing ways. Second, attempting to thought to prompt sex crimes or at least ment
hearts. At the very least, one can receive
However,
for
the
moment,
consider
that
tease out such varying ways and discuss to presage such crimes (both first conthem in individual detail would only ore.- victions and recidivistic sex crimes), as TLP is not just a personal exercise in perspectives and insights that previously
may have escaped one. I know I have.
ate a false impression of difference of well as about protective matters that education, shared with others here in
either quench or simply augur against MSOP. Ills surprisingly widely read out- But all the treatment in the world beinterests.
Allow one more initial point: because in future recidivism. In addition, I have side by many individuals. Some of these comes rather pointless if one is simply
going to continue to be detained for the
responding to these questions I am learned an immense amount about all are lawyers and law professors, professors
talking here about facts, not feelings, and forms of so-called assessment of proba- and other academicians in psychology and rest of one's days. An expeditious way
also because many statements herein bility of later sexual re-offense. Further, I other relevant fields, a growing number of forward must be found that includes
must be stated collectively, there will be have learned a lot about the goals and correspondents in other facilities of this freedom at some time soon.
departures from 'I statements below. approaches of different treatment modal- type elsewhere, and a wide array of activ- Even if freedom were the only issue, in
This is not an attempt to depersonalize or ities which sex offenders may undergo, ists, both directly in opposition to sex the current circumstances, those who
to intellectualize. The sheer nature of Although somewhat attenuated, I have offender commitment and in opposition to seek information that may instead lead to
these two questions calls for rational also learned much about related proce- other, but related aspects of the so-called a judicial victory - whether just personal
or applicable to all - can hardly be faultanalysis. I simply offer up my sharpest dures sometimes used in connection to 'war on sex offenders."
thoughts here to provide the clearest sex offender treatment, notably polygra- In this connection, TLP servos the same ed. In this perspective, such effort, and
phy and tests of sexual arousal/ educational function, providing a common dissemination of the information necescollective answer that is most cogent
I should also state up front that the arousability, and about circumstances of informational base from which all can sary to fuel them, amount to another oar
main aim of The Legal Pad has been and the confinement aspect of sex offender extend outreach in ways that will improve in the water, so to speak, in pursuit of
our futures in everything from ending such liberation.
remains to show the completely anti- commitment.
scientific nature of every item of so-called There is an old quotation about truth commitment to creating a life afterward But beyond this, if one seeks insight,
expert testimony and claimed scientific being able to set one free. On a physical that hopefully will equate the opportunities one must not just bring one's mind to the
table, as it were. One must build a menavailable to all.
evidence submitted in support of sex
The point of all this most centrally in- tal frame of reference that has a sound
offender commitment It has sometimes
volves judicial challenges to our plight as foundation in clear facts. Treatment that
addressed assessment for SRB-CAP
persons subjected to additional incarcera- serves up only foggy confusion and
hearings, notably including dynamic
tion, creating a wide and impacted media muddying of the factual waters cannot
factors' assessment with the same
awareness of this plight and a motivation have a lasting effect. These swirls and
theme of exposing the anti-scientific
by those in media to use their media out- vortices leave only a weak and fragile
nature of such additional claimed
lets to speak to this matter in ways com- uncertainty. Treatment that inculcates
measures of dangerousness. It has also
passionate to and supportive of all of us. I precepts contrary to, or in cover-up of
addressed MSOP's ignong of the undewould be remiss if I didn't say at this point
niable reducing and eventually extinfly society 1017, and distiusthig
that I am aware that TLP is making a
guishing of all likelihood of recidivism
from the impact of nil of thai
difference in this struggle to impart educacaused by natural progression of age for
neirative
emotionebty and cxecssivcly
tion
and
enlightenment
to
many
outside.
purposes of such hearings requesting
I bear no shame in stating that I fervently suspicious Unriluzig crfl eventually
either release or CPS placement
hope that TLP will help bring about legal inevitably fly apsrs, like a f,actvrvd
The Legal Pad has not focused on
and political change, as well as a sea wheel.
MSOP treatment in any comprehensive
change of public views of those who at
sense. Hence, it is a little difficult to
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li the treatment in the woild
becomes iathcr pointless if one
is simply going to continue to be deta/ned for the test of one c dayx. An
expeditious way lot wani must be
found that includes freedom at some
time soon.

reviewed meta-analysis, comprising sufficient basis to label the field of sex
I ii regrettable that so much belief
Chapter 13 in the widely accepted trea- offender treatment a pseudoscience.
and so much dflbrr has been intise in the field of sex offender treatment, Credibility, once lost, will be difficult to vested to date in a program that any
The Wiley-Blackwell Handbook of Legal reqain....Until better research is con- reasonable observer would conclude
and Ethical Aspects of Sex Offender ducted, however, scientific principles do has been a bloated, ñitenninable,
Treatment and Management (1st ed., not entitle researchers and clinicians, cñrulaj; and total/j' impressionistic
Karen Harrison & Bernadette Rainey, fervent desires for the possibility of exercise in consuming fifteen or more
eds.; John Wiley & Sons, 2013), are effective treatment notwithstanding, to years- on average, resulting in, for
simply urging that such "RCT" studies be assume it either in the aggregate for example, ia/lure to release even harm(Conbnued from page 8)
performed under scientific rigor, rather sex offenders or in the case of any less old men who, understandably,
known or knowable facts will eventually than making a snap-judgment of a lack of individual offender."
finally weary- and re.ct7i flvm thefr
fall out of the minds of its participants.
any potential efficacy.
Surely, you will agree that these are fi'wiless eilurts in treatment after
Thus, a significant part of my aim in Probably the most important point to profound and mighty criticisms by undis- man)' years.
presenting TLP excerpts is simply to carry away from that article is this quote: puted masters in the field.
provide a primer of underlying facts,
In strongly supporting RCTs, the The second article starts by simply example, failure to release even harmThese can provide both treatment partici- ATSA board .-stated, 'After 50 years of reporting Conclusion 35 by Judge Frank less old men who, understandably, finally
pants and clinical staff a strong base from research, the field of sex offender treat- in Karsjens v. Jesson (later Harpstead) weary and resign from their fruitless
which revised treatment approaches can ment cannot, using generally accepted that the MSOP "treatment program's efforts in treatment after many years.
be devised and by which all treatment scientific standards, demonstrate conclu- structure has been an institutional failure It is also regrettable that constructive
recipients can sift through for many useful sively that effective treatments are availa- and there is no meaningful relationship suggestions require change --sometimes
kernels of abiding truths around which to ble for adult sex offenders.' (ATSA, between the treatment program and an elemental change, to break out of such
organize their thinking.
2011b)." (Id., p. 5). I trust that the thrust end to indefinite detention,"
long-entrenched institutional failure.
It cannot be reasonably denied that of your questions is not to take issue with MSOP's response since then has been However, none of that regret changes the
improving, even reconstructing treatment this fundamental finding by ATSA.
a modest increase from none to an aver- facts on the ground. Judge Frank was
to shorten the length of confinement and Carefully examining all 118 studies of age of a dozen or slightly more releases right insofar as he was apprised of the
to pragmatically improve the life- the question of treatment effectiveness from confinement per year. However, at facts. Further facts stated in my second
prospects of the former offenders now listed by R.K. Hanson and Morton- such rates, it will take somewhere be- article in the Nov. issue cited above show
dumped into MSOP by an uncaring and Bourgon, K.E. (2009, cite in excerpt), the tween 40 and 70 years to liberate all that his conclusions simply didn't go far
retributive state would be a very good authors (Marnie E. Rice & Grant T. Har- current MSOP confinees (not countinq enough.
outcome. More significantly still to all in ris, themselves recognized experts in this the many amonq us who will die first from Having reviewed all this, we are now in
MSOP treatment, such improvements in field) are compelled by the state of the ae-related causes --for which, I wonder, a position to consider "impact" of the
treatment will, in my view, greatly improve evidence to summarize thus:
the dead may be blamed).
information contained in these articles on
the attitudes, the receptivity, the engage"Over the past 60 years, the field of Yet no defense offered up by MSOP of "motivation for change", first on my part,
ment, and the emotional and cognitive sex offender intervention exhibits its current treatment modality and specific and next, on the part of everyone else in
openness of all treatment participants. change where there should be stability; regimen to date has established any treatment. However, we must first of all
What more MSOP could want I can't instead of a well-established foundation meaningful, scientifically acceptable proof consider what is meant by "change."
imagine. Among other goals, this out- of effective therapeutic techniques, that such treatment is effective, whether There apparently is no MSOP docucome is part of what TLP serves by dis- particular treatments qo in and out of in the dimension of preventing recidivism ment defining "change" in any way that is
cussions that address, directly or tangen- fashion in the absence of acceptable or in any dimension of meaningfully imtially, treatment matters."
evidence as to efficacy. Moreover, the proving the livability of, and ability to
Having recapitulated all this, your spe- field exhibits stasis where proqress enjoy life by former offenders. I will skip
cific questions now, paired with my re- should have occurred the empihcal here a reiteration of the many and prospective answers, are as follows:
basis underpinning the effectiveness of found criticisms in that article of the
'How, if at all, does the material in this sex offender intervention, while more MSOP Matrix and of other aspects of
[Nov. 2020] edition of TLP impact my voluminous, is neqliqibly more informa- treatment in MSOP. However, it is critimotivation for change?'
tive or persuasive now than it was many cally important that none of those critiMy answer: 01 the eight articles in this decades aqo. Hypotheses, suggestions cisms are an invention of mine each of
TLP edition, only two are related in any and advice aside, essentially nothinq is them is either a finding or conclusion by
way to sex offender treatment: (1) known (in the sense of empirically Judge Frank or emerges from testimony
"Science Rules on Sex Offender Treat- verified) about which therapeutic or by expert witnesses in that case and by
ment No Proof It Works" (p. 4); and (2) supervisory techniques are effective for then-current and former treatment"MSOP Treatment, as Judged by Its Own which tarpets in which types of sex connected employees of MSOP itself.
universally applicable to all MSOP conRegular Claims That Confinees Partici- offenders. These onqoinq failures carry As appears clearest from the last por- finees. I have been asked by treatment
pating in It for Decades are Still Not the risk of avoidable harm in the form of tion of that second article, my purpose in staff from time to time what I deem to be
Ready for Release, Is a Glaring Failure, inadvertently increasinq recidivism and restating these averments, findings, and change for me. This suggests a view that
and Must Be Replaced Immediately!" (p. wasting resources met to mention conclusions is not a condemnation of the treatment can be tailored to my "needs."
5)
wasting the years of life remaining for notion of treatment of sex offenders. but, However, whatever I deem my current
The first of these two articles simply each confinee subjected to therapy that on the contrary, is to urcie that it be made status and any personal view of future
brings the lens of scientific investigation is later deemed to have been ineffective truly effective rather than merely amount- change that I may project is effectively
to bear on claims of efficacy of treatment as to that confines, blaming the confine ing to a pack of assertions passed around disregarded or, perhaps, used to merely
of any kind for those convicted of sexual for such failure]. There is the additional until everyone accepts them, ipse dixit, downgrade me for not matching the
crimes as a means of preventing recidI- dsk of harm to the credibility of the field from sheer repetition. The fact that I offer expectations of what my future change
vism. That article bemoans the lack of in general; hostile observers may find a proposal of a different regimen shows should be in the mind of a given therapist
any well-constructed "randomized control
that my motive is constructive.
or team. Such decisions are made and
CGnJIOI be reasonably denied that It is regrettable that so much belief and
trials" studies if such effectiveness, conare declared to be my "needs" without
improving, even reconstructing so much effort has been invested to date
cluding that in the lack of such proof of
any belief that I know myself or can make
efficacy, science must (using the centu- treatment to shorten the length of in a program that any reasonable observ- any decisions for myself.
ries-long-accepted "null hypothesis") confinement and to pragmalicaily er would conclude has been a bloated, I have stated in core group on numerconclude that there is no scientifically impwve the i/ic-prospects of' the interminable, circular, and totally impres- ous occasions that I have already experiacceptable proof of such efficacy. As the inrrner offenders now dumped into sionistic exercise in consuming fifteen or enced massive change over the 34 years
excerpt states, the authors of that peer- MSOJ-' by an u/leasing and retributh'e more years on average, resulting in, for
(Continued on page 10)
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ruth is always die begthning of in rabble-rousing or even any lesser form In closing, I humbly suggest that the
since my sexual offending. Most criticalconecUoti of the pie iiously of deliberate appeals to anger. Instead, treatment hiatus forced by the ongoing
ly, this has included, first and most cruCovid-19 crisis poses an excellent opporcially, a massive diminution of libido and un(Iisc/oscd mistakes. In this un- its calm discourse simply lets the facts
it Is always pro- speak for themselves. In fact, on numer- tunity for MSOP clinical officials to earpoitant
pczcpectirv,
sexual interest and, in recent years, an
ous occasions I have received submis- nestly consider options for treatment
entire extinction of same. Rather than therapeutic.
sions with a request for publication that I reform to better fulfill the implicit MSOP
test me for the veracity of that assertion,
mandate of efficient treatment toward
therapists have simply dismissed this out turn as to such treatment progress. And have had to deny because they were
timely release.
based
on
such
emotional
appeals
and
that
includes
demonstration
of
any
of hand, as if no one can experience that
except for the effects of treatment, and change that may be dictated to me. I do were either lacking in facts or made
then only after many years and in some seek to regain (at long last) my freedom. assertions inconsistent with or simply
"Have Yourself a
clearty demarked and specifically identifi- Q.E,D., my motivation as to such indicat- unsupported by the facts. That will always remain the policy of this editor.
ed
change
remains
fully
strong.
able way.
Merry Little
This dosmissal flies in the face of my In sum, given all of the foregoing per- As to the particular articles in the NoTLP
discussed
at
Christmas"
experience, and hence I must reject that sonal factors, I can state with certainty vember 2020 edition of
dismissal. I do not know what role, if any, that none of the material in the Nov. 2020 length above, I believe that they have not
treatment to date may have had, in some edition of TLP - or in any other edition or impacted any peer's resolve for change. Writers: Hugh Martin & Ralph Blane
subtle and inartioulable way, in that final the whole compilation of TLP editions - What I do believe is that attempting to (in: Meet Me In St, Louis, 1944, sung by
extinction of the remaining embers of my reduces or alters my motivation for hide material information from those in Judy Garland to Margaret O'Brien)
Have yourself
libido of years past, only that it has oc- change. It would be exactly the same treatment is never successful in any
A merry little Christmas.
curred. Perhaps it had some role, or had I never wrote and edited any TLP event. Information, and worse, misinforLet your heart be light.
perhaps instead it has only been a result editions and even had never encountered mation asserted by those with nefarious
Next year all our troubles
of aging, or perhaps both, in unquantifia- any of the research matedals it compris- purpose, will always wend its way within
the securest of facilities.
Will be out of sight.
ble ratios. However, for purpose of this es.
discussion, any demand that I seek some "How, if at all, is your answer above The sheer censorship of information
Have yourself
always breeds distrust of the censors.
change" in further reducing such libido different for others in MSOP?"
A merry little Christmas.
arrives far too late for that party, as it My answer: I cannot read minds, of When the censors are theraoists, the vital
Make the yuletide gay.
transference
relationship
is
disrupted.
As
course. However, I have engaged in
were.
Next year all our troubles
I am certain that I will never reoffend, many conversations here with peers the Rice and Harris quote above obWill be miles away.
not just for want of sexual desire for it, but concerning sex offender civil commitment serves, this can be difficult to restore.
Once
again as in olden days,
also for reasons that span from moral (50CC), aspects of the standard for such Sex offender treatment largely depends
Happy golden days
on
introduction
to
the
offender
of
truths
commitment
here
in
Minnesota,
and
the
precepts of doing no harm (no matter
Of yore,
how unintended or unforeseen) to simple procedure involved in it (all both distinctly which the offender may have missed or
Faithful friends who were near to us
perhaps
previously
willfully
blinded
himand
comparatively).
These
conversations
avoidance of the pain (to me) that I know
Will be near to us
self
to.
Especially
in
this
context,
the
(many
of
which
pre-dated
the
inception
of
would ensue for any of a host of inevitaOnce more.
ble reasons stemming inexorably from TLP), plus oral feedback on articles in importance of truth and open, unconcealed
information
and
dialog
cannot
be
convince
me
that
nothing
discussed,
Someday
soon,
TLP
such re-offense - not to mention never
We all will be together,
wishing to again expose myself to the quoted or written by me has ever con- overstated.
If the fates allow.
stress of wondering when detection, vinced anyone to quit treatment or not to Cover-ups, particularly of unethical and
Until then,
apprehension and prosecution would enter treatment, nor have I advocated for antiscientific practices in connection with
treatment
and
assessment,
are
themWe'll have to muddle through
either
of
these
choices.
Beyond
this,
I
follow-on.
Somehow.
Frankly, I also think that I have also know of no one who had any level of selves the counter-therapeutic thing.
managed to transcend and overcome the motivation for change (whether as dis- Their exposé is simply the end of the
So have yourself
impacts on my persona of the 1995 false cussed above or in any other sense used cover-up. Even in such revelatory conA merry little Christmas now.
accusation (recounted in the December by any such peer) diminished at all by texts, the truth is always the beginning of
correction of the previously undisclosed
2020 issue of TLP) resulting in my false merely reading TLP issues.
Primarily, TLP educates - scientists, mistakes. In this important perspective it
"index offense." Indeed, the rapidity with
which I managed to unfurltblossom' into academicians, practitioners of social is always pro-therapeutic.
a really nice guy after arriving here com- sciences, judges, attorneys, commentapels me to believe that that change was tors, and politicians, as well as members
actually in the works long before getting of the general public and - certainly not
P....
here, and simply awaited the least - those directly impacted by SOCC.
'decompression' of leaving the hostile Obviously, all MSOP confinees are-in the
environment of prison, more than having latter class. In that last connection, that
education is in sore need. With each new
depended an treatment here.
Nonetheless, if the moral platitudes of issue at least a few readers will approach
the Matrix can be viewed as a kind of me with the confession that they never
finishing school' toward even more self- knew something in that issue that they
improvement, I have no objection to found to be a profoundly important reveengaging in treatment for the purposes of lation. Especially given these admissions
osmosing such points in an underlying of prior ignorance, the crucial informationkind of way, rather than requiring cate- al role of TLP, both here in MSOP and in
chistic, constant mantra-like frequent other SOCC facilities elsewhere, is undeniable and irreplaceable.
recitation.
And of course, pragmatically speaking, TLP also advocates for change - of law,
P
barring any change of governing law, I politics, and professional and public
entirely expect that attaining release from opinion. Its advocacy is based on facts, P
MSOP confinement will require advanc- all of which have some rooting in psycholing through the current regimen or any ogy and related social sciences. This
regimen that may be voluntarily installed factual rooting facilitates accurate, rather
in its place. This in turn requires that I than merely emotional dialog on such
Start in Center,
satisfy each therapist and assessor in points of advocacy; TLP never engages
Find Your Way Out.
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